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The Names of God
Dave Brunn has been an international Bible translator for many years. In this book,
he gives us a window into the inner workings of translation practice to help us sort
out the many competing claims for various English Bible translations.

Book of Bible Charts, Maps, and Time Lines
The NKJV Study Bible, the most comprehensive study Bible available, is now better
than ever! The acclaimed NKJV Study Bible is the most complete study system for
pastors, teachers, or Bible students who desire accurate study in God's Word. The
Second Edition is better than ever, including more features to make it the best allpurpose study Bible available. Using the trusted New King James Version®, The
NKJV Study Bible, Second Edition has "the mind of a scholar and the heart of a
pastor." Nelson's skilled team of scholars has produced the study system to reach
for when accurate, beneficial study in God's Word is the goal. Features include:
Expanded cross-references with textual notes Revised word studies and indexes
Bible Times and Culture Notes Book introductions and outlines Timelines Readerfriendly notes ideal for extended study Deluxe NKJV Concordance including proper
names Part of the Signature Series line of Thomas Nelson Bibles. NKJV Study Bibles
sold to date: More than 1.3 million The New King James Version--More than 60
million copies sold in 30 years ThomasNelson Bibles is giving back through the
God's Word in Action program. Donatinga portion of profits to World Vision and the
James Fund, we are helping toeradicate poverty and preventable deaths among
children. Learn more anddiscover what you can do at
www.seegodswordinaction.com.

The Christian Faith in the Modern World
A genealogy of the English Bible from the first translation to the present. Presented
on a single sheet.
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One Bible, Many Versions
This volume contains complete introductions for every book--including Gospel
emphasis and pertinent statements by Martin Luther; exclusive NIV cross-reference
system in center column; in-text maps, charts, diagrams, and illustrations; 35,000
entry concordance.

Election
Announcing the completely revised and updated edition of The Wine Bible, the
perennial bestselling wine book praised as “The most informative and entertaining
book I’ve ever seen on the subject” (Danny Meyer), “A guide that has all the
answers” (Bobby Flay), “Astounding” (Thomas Keller), and “A magnificent
masterpiece of wine writing” (Kevin Zraly). Like a lively course from an expert
teacher, The Wine Bible grounds the reader deeply in the fundamentals while
layering on informative asides, tips, amusing anecdotes, definitions, glossaries,
photos (all new for this edition), maps, labels, and recommended bottles. Karen
MacNeil’s information comes directly through primary research; for this second
edition she has tasted more than 10,000 wines and visited dozens of wine regions
around the world. New to the book are wines of China, Japan, Mexico, and Slovenia.
And through it all the reader becomes ever more informed—and, because of the
author’s unique voice, always entertained: “In great years Pétrus is ravishing,
elegant, and rich—Ingrid Bergman in red satin.” Or, describing a Riesling: “A laser
beam. A sheet of ice. A great crackling bolt of lightning.”

Chanting the Hebrew Bible (Student Edition)
Trusted & Treasured by Millions of Readers over 30 years, the Life Application(R)
Study Bible Is Today's #1-Selling Study Bible, and a Bible for All Times. Now it has
been thoroughly updated and expanded, offering even more relevant insights for
understanding and applying God's Word to everyday life in today's world. Discover
How You Can Apply the Bible to Your Life Today Now with a fresh two-color interior
design and meaningfully updated study notes and features, this Bible will help you
understand God's Word better than ever. It answers questions that you may have
about the text and provides you practical yet powerful ways to apply the Bible to
your life every day. Study the stories and teachings of the Bible with verse-byverse commentary. Gain wisdom from people in the Bible by exploring their
accomplishments and learning from their mistakes. Survey the big picture of each
book through overviews, vital statistics, outlines, and timelines, and grasp difficult
concepts using in-text maps, charts, and diagrams--all to help you do life God's
way, every day. The Personal Size editions are for people who like to carry their
study Bible with them. Features: (Enhanced, updated, and with new content added
throughout) Now more than 10,000 Life Application(R) notes and features Over 100
Life Application(R) profiles of key Bible people Introductions and overviews for each
book of the Bible More than 500 maps & charts placed for quick reference
Dictionary/concordance Extensive side-column cross-reference system to facilitate
deeper study Life Application(R) index to notes, charts, maps, and profiles
Refreshed design with a second color for visual clarity 16 pages of full-color maps
Quality Smyth-sewn binding--durable, made for frequent use, and lays flat when
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open Presentation page Single-column format Christian Worker's Resource, a
special supplement to enhance the reader's ministry effectiveness Full text of the
Holy Bible, New Living Translation (NLT), combining the latest biblical scholarship
with clear, natural English

China Myth or History?
The e-book edition does not include the audio CD that's included with the
paperback edition. The most authoritative guide on cantillation. Joshua Jacobson?s
masterpiece?the comprehensive 1000-page guide to cantillation?is now available
in this e-book edition. It is an ideal instructional guide for adult and young-adult
students of Torah, for b?nai mitzvah students, and for cantors, rabbis, and Jewish
educators of all denominations. Like the original edition, it includes an explanation
of the tradition and a description of the practice of chanting, with all its regional
variations and grammatical rules. There is detailed instruction, with musical
notation, on chanting of Torah, and shorter instructions for chanting the haftarah,
the megillot, and readings for the High Holy Days. Joshua Jacobson, professor of
music and conductor of the acclaimed Boston-based Zamir Chorale, has been
Torah chanting since he was 10 years old. That life-long experience, combined with
an unquenchable desire to reconnect the art of cantillation with the most
convincing and accurate treatment of the ancient text possible, led him to create
this indispensable teaching tool. Using Jacobson?s highly acclaimed approach, the
ancient words come alive in a new, deeply emotional and most accurate way.

Slaves, Women & Homosexuals
Nelson's Illustrated Bible Dictionary is the most comprehensive and up-to-date
Bible dictionary available. With a fresh new look and updated photographs, this
new and enhanced edition is a wealth of basic study information with more than
7,000 entries plus more than 500 full-color photographs, maps, and pronunciation
guides. Features include: Cross-references to major translations More than 7,000
up-to-date entries More than 500 full-color photographs and maps Enlarged type
size for easier reading Visual Survey of the Bible from The Open Bible

HCSB - Bible Translation
Ever since Jesus read from the scroll of Isaiah in the synagogue of Nazareth,
Christians have gravitated to this great prophecy as the interpretive center of the
Old Testament. Barry Webb calls Isaiah the "Romans" of the Old Testament, where
all the threads come together and the big picture of God's purposes for his people
and for his world are most clearly set forth.

Chart of the English Bible
Capitalizing on the increasing popularity of infographics and a growing interest in
accessible, understandable teaching on theology, Visual Theology by Tim Challies
and Josh Byers teaches timeless, historic, biblical truth in a fresh and vibrant way
that that will capture your interest and ignite your imagination.
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The Holy Bible
Part blistering espionage thriller, part riveting police procedural, and part piercing
exposé on social injustice, this second book in the Millennium series is a masterful,
endlessly satisfying novel. Mikael Blomkvist, crusading publisher of the magazine
Millennium, has decided to run a story that will expose an extensive sex trafficking
operation. On the eve of its publication, the two reporters responsible for the
article are murdered, and the fingerprints found on the murder weapon belong to
his friend, the troubled genius hacker Lisbeth Salander. Blomkvist, convinced of
Salander’s innocence, plunges into an investigation. Meanwhile, Salander herself is
drawn into a murderous game of cat and mouse, which forces her to face her dark
past.

The Question of Canon
The King James Bible for ebook readers, desktops, tablets and phones. Including
Old Testament and New Testament, this is a wonderful tool that keeps the
scriptures at your fingertips. The translation that became the Authorized King
James Bible was begun in 1604 and in 1611 was published by the Church of
England, under the direction of King James. The translation was done by fortyseven Church of England scholars, the New Testament coming from the Greek
Textus Receptus (Received Text), the Old Testament from the Masoretic Hebrew
text, and the Apocrypha from the Greek Septuagint (LXX), except for two Esdras
from the Latin Vulgate.

The Bible in Translation
Drawn from the books, Praying the Names of God and Praying the Names of Jesus,
this Bible study includes additional questions designed to help individuals and
groups explore the most important of God's names and titles as they are revealed
in the Bible. Exploring his names and titles in both the Old and New Testaments
allows study participants to begin to realize how utterly great, loving, and powerful
God is. By studying such rich and varied names as Adonai, Yahweh, Abba, Yeshua,
Lamb of God, and Prince of Peace, we understand more about who God is and how
he loves us. Each week's study provides background information to help readers
understand the name, a key Scripture in which the name was either first or most
significantly revealed, a series of questions for individual or group study, and a
brief list of passages for further study.

The New Testament
"Key words in the text coded to Strong's Greek and Hebrew dictionaries.
Introduction to each book, exegetical notes, center column references,
grammatical helps to the New testament, lexical aids, concordance, Strong's
dictionaries, and eight-page color Bible atlas." -- Title page.

The Complete Jewish Study Bible
When faith is under fire, "The Apologetics Study Bible" helps modern Christians
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better understand, defend, and proclaim their beliefs. Includes extensive study
material from todays leading apologists.

Seeking Allah, Finding Jesus
ROSE BOOK OF BIBLE CHARTS, MAPS and TIME LINES. The 2007 #1 Bible
Reference book according in the CBA Core InventoryNow you can have 180 pages
of fantastic full-color Bible charts, maps, and time lines in one spiral bound book.
Reproducible. If you bought all of these charts separately, you would pay more
than $250.

The Gospel According to Mark
In Election, a sermon delivered by the great teacher Rev. Charles Haddon
Spurgeon in September 1855, he states, "Election in the Christian should make him
very fearless and very bold. No man will be so bold as he who believes that he is
elect of God. What cares he for man if he is chosen of his Maker? What will he care
for the pitiful chirpings of some tiny sparrows when he knoweth that he is an eagle
of a royal race? Will he care when the beggar pointeth at him, when the blood
royal of heaven runs in his veins? Will he fear if all the world stand against him?"
Here is one of the most gripping and succinct messages on the subject ever
delivered!

Illustrated Study Bible NLT, Deluxe Linen Edition
Introducing the new Deluxe Linen Hardcover Edition of the Illustrated Study Bible
with a keepsake slipcase. The Illustrated Study Bible brings Scripture's message to
life by giving readers an entirely new visual study experience. Hundreds of
information-rich windows to the Bible world instantly communicate foundational
truths and complex information in an understandable, compelling way for today's
visual generation. The who, what, where, when, and why of the Bible come alive
with stunning photos, illustrations, infographics, and full-color maps integrated
seamlessly with background material, study notes, and theme articles. The
Illustrated Study Bible empowers readers to draw closer to God by opening their
eyes to Scripture's living, powerful message.

The Apologetics Study Bible
A Study Bible to Feed Your Soul . . . Thoughts for personal and family devotions for
every chapter Three dozen articles on how to live the Christian life Guidance on
how to experience the truths of the Bible A Study Bible to Instruct Your Mind . . .
Thousands of study notes with integrated cross-references Introductions to each
section and every book of the Bible Classic Bible text with explanations of difficult
words More than fifty articles on key Christian teachings Concordance, color maps,
daily reading plan, and more! A Study Bible to Discover Your Roots . . . Overview of
twenty centuries of church history Ancient creeds, confessions, and catechisms
with introductions

Lives of the Saints for Every Day of the Year
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Get the latest word on the biggest self-hosted blogging tool on the market Within a
week of the announcement of WordPress 3.0, it had been downloaded over a
million times. Now you can get on the bandwagon of this popular open-source
blogging tool with WordPress Bible, 2nd Edition. Whether you're a casual blogger
or programming pro, this comprehensive guide covers the latest version of
WordPress, from the basics through advanced application development. If you
want to thoroughly learn WordPress, this is the book you need to succeed. Explores
the principles of blogging, marketing, and social media interaction Shows you how
to install and maintain WordPress Thoroughly covers WordPress basics, then ramps
up to advanced topics Guides you through best security practices as both a user
and a developer Helps you enhance your blog?s findability in major search engines
and create customizable and dynamic themes Author maintains a high-profile blog
in the WordPress community, Technosailor.com Tech edited by Mark Jaquith, one of
the lead developers of WordPress The WordPress Bible is the only resource you
need to learn WordPress from beginning to end.

Change for the First Time, Again
The Grammar of God
"What must I do to gain eternal life?” The rich man who asked this of Jesus was
told to sell all he had and give to the poor. But, more importantly, he was told,
“Come, follow me!” Franciscan Casey Cole challenges us to let go of something
more difficult than material wealth: expectations, anxiety, comfort, wounds,
enemies, power—and our very selves. Speaking from both personal and pastoral
experience, he outlines the stumbling blocks that turn us away from following Jesus
as true disciples. The response to “What must I do?” is simple but not easy: Let go.
Now.

The Hebrew-Greek Key Word Study Bible
For many years now, the topic of the New Testament canon has been the main
focus of my research and writing. It is an exciting field of study that probes into
questions that have long fascinated both scholars and laymen alike, namely when
and how these 27 books came to be regarded as a new scriptural deposit. But, the
story of the New Testament canon is bigger than just the ‘when’ and the ‘how’. It is
also, and perhaps most fundamentally, about the ‘why’. Why did Christians have a
canon at all? Does the canon exist because of some later decision or action of the
second- or third-century church? Or did it arise more naturally from within the early
Christian faith itself? Was the canon an extrinsic phenomenon, or an intrinsic one?
These are the questions this book is designed to address. And these are not micro
questions, but macro ones. They address foundational and paradigmatic issues
about the way we view the canon. They force us to consider the larger framework
through which we conduct our research - whether we realized we had such a
framework or not. Of course, we are not the first to ask such questions about why
we have a canon. Indeed, for many scholars this question has already been settled.
The dominant view today, as we shall see below, is that the New Testament is an
extrinsic phenomenon; a later ecclesiastical development imposed on books
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originally written for another purpose. This is the framework through which much
of modern scholarship operates. And it is the goal of this volume to ask whether it
is a compelling one. To be sure, it is no easy task challenging the status quo in any
academic field. But, we should not be afraid to ask tough questions. Likewise, the
consensus position should not be afraid for them to be asked.

The Wine Bible
The Bible includes prophetic speech and at times the church and its
representatives are called to speak prophetically. But in our media-saturated age
when many claim to speak for God, how can we evaluate the avalanche of
supposedly prophetic speech? What does it mean to truly be prophetic? And when
Christians should speak prophetically, how can they do so in a biblical and effective
way? Using vivid examples, this book offers clear guidelines for creating, critiquing,
and consuming popular media, as well as practical suggestions for faithful
communication. It also helps readers think critically about communication
technology. The book includes a foreword by Quentin Schultze and a preface by
Clifford Christians.

Concordia Self-Study Bible-NIV
The Complete Jewish Study Bible pairs the updated text of the Complete Jewish
Bible translation with extra study material, to help readers understand and connect
with the Jewish roots of the Christian faith. Now introducing thumb-indexed
versions The Complete Jewish Study Bible pairs the newly updated text of the bestselling Complete Jewish Bible with detailed notes and comprehensive study
material to help both Jewish and Christian readers understand and connect with
the essence of their faith--God's redemptive plan for his people. Readers will be
enriched through this Jewish reading of Scripture and the revelation of the longawaited Messiah, Yeshua, throughout both the Tanakh (Old Testament) and the
B'rit Hadashah (New Testament). Unique to The Complete Jewish Study Bible are a
number of helpful articles and notes to aid the reader in understanding the Jewish
context for the Scriptures. The addition of a thumb-index in these versions will
enable readers to easily find books in the Tanakh, which are in the order of the
Hebrew Bible. Features include: - Twenty-five contributors (both Jewish and
Christian), including John Fischer, Patrice Fischer, Arnold G. Fruchtenbaum, Walter
C. Kaiser, Jr., Rabbi Russell Resnik, and more - Thirty-four topical articles ranging
from topics such as the menorah (or "candelabra of God") and repentance
(t'shuvah) in the Bible, to Yeshua's "Sermon on the Mount" and the Noachide Laws
(the laws given by God to Noah and subsequent generations) and their applicability
to Gentiles - In addition to these topical articles and detailed study notes, there are
twelve tracks or themes running throughout the Bible with 117 articles, covering
topics such as Jewish Customs, the Names of God, Shabbat, and the Torah - New
Bible book introductions, written from a Jewish perspective - Bottom-of-page notes
to help readers understand the deeper meanings behind the Jewish text - Sabbath
and Holy Day Scripture readings - Offers the original Hebrew names for people,
places, and concepts

Prophetically Incorrect
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This volume by William J. Webb explores the hermeneutical maze that
accompanies any treatment of these three controversial topics and takes a new
step toward breaking down walls within the evangelical community related to
them.

Expanded Bible
02

The Message of Isaiah
Viewing ancient China in world context, exploring the possibilities of international
activities particularly in relation to the Philippines, during their classical dynasties
based on the presence of abundant artifacts, ancient texts, and new archaeological
discoveries.

Women, Slaves, and the Gender Debate
Please see the description for this title below. But first Our promise: All of our
works are complete and unabridged. As with all our titles, we have endeavoured to
bring you modern editions of classic works. This work is not a scan, but is a
completely digitized and updated version of the original. Unlike, many other
publishers of classic works, our publications are easy to read. You won't find
illegible, faded, poor quality photocopies here. Neither will you find poorly done
OCR versions of those faded scans either with illegible "words" that contain all
kinds of strange characters like �, %, &, etc. Our publications have all been looked
over and corrected by the human eye. We can't promise perfection, but we're sure
gonna try! Our goal is to bring you high quality Christian publications at rock
bottom prices. At the very beginning, I may as well tell you plainly that I am not
going to talk about the topics that are usually regarded as most timely just now. I
am not going to talk to you about the gold standard or about unemployment or
about the NRA or about the Brain Trust. Possibly some of you may discover that
certain things that I may say have a bearing upon those topics, but those topics
are not the topics about which I am going to talk. Instead, I am going to talk to you
about God, and about an unseen world. May I reasonably expect you to be
interested in such very intangible topics as these? There are many persons who
say, "No." We are living, say these persons, in the midst of a serious emergency.
One economic system, they say, seems to have broken down, and another is not
quite ready to be put into its place. Everywhere are to be found unemployment
and distress, almost everywhere there are wars or rumors of wars. In the midst of
such distresses, who, these persons say, could be so heartless as to spend his
efforts upon doubtful speculations regarding a life beyond the grave? Time enough
to deal with that other world when we have set this world in order! Let us deal
bravely-so the argument runs-first with the problems that we can see; and then,
when we have done that, we may possibly find opportunity afterwards to deal with
the unseen and intangible things.

We Become What we Worship
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From one of our most celebrated writers on religion comes this fresh, bold, and
unsettling new translation of the New Testament David Bentley Hart undertook this
new translation of the New Testament in the spirit of “etsi doctrina non daretur,”
“as if doctrine is not given.” Reproducing the texts’ often fragmentary formulations
without augmentation or correction, he has produced a pitilessly literal translation,
one that captures the texts’ impenetrability and unfinished quality while
awakening readers to an uncanniness that often lies hidden beneath doctrinal
layers. The early Christians’ sometimes raw, astonished, and halting prose
challenges the idea that the New Testament affirms the kind of people we are. Hart
reminds us that they were a company of extremists, radical in their rejection of the
values and priorities of society not only at its most degenerate, but often at its
most reasonable and decent. “To live as the New Testament language requires,”
he writes, “Christians would have to become strangers and sojourners on the
earth, to have here no enduring city, to belong to a Kingdom truly not of this world.
And we surely cannot do that, can we?”

The Girl Who Played with Fire
Change is everywhere in life. God seems to have designed it that way. Whether
beautiful or painful, life altering or small, our pages are written with a story of
change. If change is everywhere, we are encountering new realities all the time.
From our first conversation with a person, to our first kiss, to a new job, to our first
experience with loss, newness is all around. When encountering change, we can be
hesitant to embrace it, even outright resist it. It's either scary, or hard, or too
much, or not as much as we desired, or possibly a combination of these. Because
change is constant, it can seem as if we are walking through the same scenarios
again and again. We have felt these feelings before, had these conversations
before, and walked through these situations before--these painful moments seem
to never fade. Even as we journey through the same situation for a second or third
or tenth time, it calls for something new, for our story of change to continue in
God. Change For the First Time, Again shares the life journey of the author while
offering reflections on how to walk through change.

Messy Grace
Given the popular-level conversations on phenomena like the Gospel of Thomas
and Bart Ehrman’s Misquoting Jesus, as well as the current gap in evangelical
scholarship on the origins of the New Testament, Michael Kruger’s Canon Revisited
meets a significant need for an up-to-date work on canon by addressing recent
developments in the field. He presents an academically rigorous yet accessible
study of the New Testament canon that looks deeper than the traditional surveys
of councils and creeds, mining the text itself for direction in understanding what
the original authors and audiences believed the canon to be. Canon Revisited
provides an evangelical introduction to the New Testament canon that can be used
in seminary and college classrooms, and read by pastors and educated lay leaders
alike. In contrast to the prior volumes on canon, this volume distinguishes itself by
placing a substantial focus on the theology of canon as the context within which
the historical evidence is evaluated and assessed. Rather than simply discussing
the history of canon—rehashing the Patristic data yet again—Kruger develops a
strong theological framework for affirming and authenticating the canon as
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authoritative. In effect, this work successfully unites both the theology and the
historical development of the canon, ultimately serving as a practical defense for
the authority of the New Testament books.

NLT Life Application Study Bible, Third Edition, Personal Size
(Hardcover)
In Seeking Allah, Finding Jesus, now expanded with bonus content, Nabeel Qureshi
describes his dramatic journey from Islam to Christianity, complete with
friendships, investigations, and supernatural dreams along the way. Providing an
intimate window into a loving Muslim home, Qureshi shares how he developed a
passion for Islam before discovering, almost against his will, evidence that Jesus
rose from the dead and claimed to be God. Unable to deny the arguments but not
wanting to deny his family, Qureshi struggled with an inner turmoil that will
challenge Christians, Muslims, and all those who are interested in the world’s
greatest religions. Engaging and thought-provoking, Seeking Allah, Finding Jesus
tells a powerful story of the clash between Islam and Christianity in one man’s
heart?and of the peace he eventually found in Jesus. "I have seldom seen such
genuine intellect combined with passion to match truly a 'must-read' book."—Ravi
Zacharias

Reformation Heritage Study Bible-KJV
Traces the history of Bible translation from the ancient versions to today's popular
versions, offering evaluative comments along the way.

Nelson's Illustrated Bible Dictionary
"The author recalls how, after becoming very familiar with the Biblical Old
Testament in its original Hebrew growing up, an encounter with an English
language version led her on a ten-year project of examining various translations of
the Old Testament and their histories, "--Novelist.

The NKJV Study Bible
In Genesis 3:1 the serpent asked the woman, "Did God really say, 'You can't eat
from any tree in the garden'?" What has God really said? Before we can obey Him,
we must know what He has said. The Psalmist prayed twice in his affliction, "Give
me life through Your word" (Ps 119:25, 107). When Jesus was afflicted by the Devil
in the wilderness (Mt 4:1-11), He defended Himself with the sword of the Spirit
(Eph 6:17) - God's Word. But Christians must know what God has said if we are to
find strength and healing from affliction and defense against the Devil. Bible
translation is not a casual enterprise because it involves bringing the life-saving
Word of God to people in their own language. And selecting a Bible translation is
not on the order of picking out a sweater. It's more like picking a doctor - someone
you can trust. This book is about how Bible translation is done. And it commends a
particular translation - the Holman Christian Standard Bible (HCSB) - as a
trustworthy guide to what God has really said.
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WordPress Bible
The redemptive-movement hermeneutic is a new and seductive egalitarian
argument. It is also a fascinating hermeneutical discussion as it relates to issues
such as slavery. This book deals thoroughly with these issues from a
complementarian perspective.

Visual Theology
The earliest of the four Gospels, the book portrays Jesus as an enigmatic figure,
struggling with enemies, his inner and external demons, and with his devoted but
disconcerted disciples. Unlike other gospels, his parables are obscure, to be
explained secretly to his followers. With an introduction by Nick Cave

Let Go
Sometimes, grace gets messy. Caleb Kaltenbach was raised by LGBT parents,
marched in gay pride parades as a youngster, and experienced firsthand the
hatred and bitterness of some Christians toward his family. But then Caleb
surprised everyone, including himself, by becoming a Christian…and a pastor. Very
few issues in Christianity are as divisive as the acceptance of the LGBT community
in the church. As a pastor and as a person with beloved family members living a
gay lifestyle, Caleb had to face this issue with courage and grace. Messy Grace
shows us that Jesus’s command to “love your neighbor as yourself” doesn’t have
an exception clause for a gay “neighbor”—or for that matter, any other “neighbor”
we might find it hard to relate to. Jesus was able to love these people and yet still
hold on to his beliefs. So can you. Even when it’s messy. “Messy Grace is an
important contribution to the conversation about sexual identity for churches and
leaders. Caleb's story is surprising and unique, and he weaves it together
compellingly. He states his views clearly, leaves room for disagreement, and
champions love no matter where you are in this conversation.” —Jud Wilhite, Sr.
Pastor, Central Christian Church

Canon Revisited
The heart of the biblical understanding of idolatry, argues Gregory Beale, is that we
take on the characteristics of what we worship. Employing Isaiah 6 as his
interpretive lens, Beale demonstrates that this understanding of idolatry
permeates the whole canon, from Genesis to Revelation. Beale concludes with an
application of the biblical notion of idolatry to the challenges of contemporary life.
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